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ABSTRACT 
R. F. Fox considered in his paper [2] a method for calculating the ordinary irreducible 
characters of the symmetric group 5:, from the so-called Frobenius compound 
characters, a method which is based on the fact that the matrix of the multiplicities 
of irreducible constituents of the compound characters i a triangular one for a certain 
order of rows and columns. This matrix is discussed here. That this matrix is a triangular 
one Fox derives from relations between idempotents. However this can be seen 
directly by an easy application of the so-called Littlewood-Richardson rule, which 
also permits evaluation of the entries of this matrix. Further remarks can be made 
which come from this rule, too, and which facilitate and shorten the computation. 
They also answer some questions of Fox concerning the general form of this matrix. 
First column and main diagonal consist of l's, and the last row is the row of the 
degrees of the irreducible representations of S, .  An additional remark concerns rows 
which can be used for those matrices for higher degrees n again. For every degree 
no a number e(no) is derived so that the non-vanishing part of the i-th row for every 
i < re(no) is the same in every i-th row for all n > no. Fox observed that the first 
five rows of this matrix for $5 are the first five rows of the partition number table. 
An example is given that this cannot be generalized to higher degrees n. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that the irreducible ordinary representations of Sn, 
the symmetric group of degree n, can be associated in a biunique manner 
to the partitions (e~)= (at ..... e~h) (~2 ~i-----n, c~i ~> ~i+t > O) of n. 
We denote by [~] the representation associated to (a) and illustrate it as 
usual (see [3, 2.11) by a diagram with ~ symbols in its i-th row and all 
rows beginning in the same column; its character we denote by X ~. In this 
usual notation In] denotes the identity representation f S~. Besides these 
irreducible X 9 there are some (in general reducible) characters q)~ which 
play an important role too: the characters of the representations IS~) "[ S,~ 
induced by the identity representations ISis) = [at] # [a21 # "'" # [c~h] of 
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the subgroups Sty) = S.~ • S~, • -" • S~ (S.~ symmetric group on the 
numbers I, 2 ..... ~ ,  etc.) of S, .  For brevity we write: 
IS(~) T S, = [~l][cq] "-- [c~h] = ([c~]). 
Fox considers (see [2]) a method for calculating the X a from these so-called 
Frobenius compound characters ~" with the aid of the fact that the matrix 
A = (ao ~) 
(a row index,/3 column index) of the multiplicities ao 9 from 
is a tr iangular one i f  the rows and columns are so ordered that the one 
to the part ion (a) comes before the one to (/3) i f  the first non-vanishing 
difference ~i - -  fl~ is positive: 
ffpn = a nx  n 
(~n--1,1 n--l,1 n an- - l , lvn- l ,1  
= an X q- -n - l . l^  
~t .....  1 = a~n ..... 1Xn + . . .  + a~:::::]X 1 .... .  1. 
The a~ ~ can be calculated from the ~ by applying the orthogonality 
relations and substituting Xv's obtained earlier. So we obtain the X ~ 
(see [2]). 
2. SOME REMARKS 
The following remarks to this method iscussed by Fox are based on the 
use of the so-called Littlewood-Richardson rule (see [3], 3.31) (which 
Robinson proved) and facilitate and shorten the calculations. 
The Littlewood-Richardson rule enables us to evaluate the irreducible 
constituents of representations 
HI/3] = # [/3]) T Sin+. 
induced by outer products [a] # [/3] of irreducible representations [~] of 
Sin, [/3] of S~ ([~] # [t3] their direct product, an irreducible representation 
of Sin • S~ CS,,+,). 
The first remark gives a method for calculating a~ 9 directly: 
1. The diagrams of the irreducible constituents of ([~]) come from the 
diagrams of the irreducible constituents ~]' of ([~]') = [~x] "'" [c~h-1] by 
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adding ah symbols to the [fly in all possible ways so that no two added 
symbols, are added in the same column, and so that symbols added later 
on are not added in higher ows (cf. [3, 3.31]). (That no two added symbols 
are added in the same column yields the triangular form of A !) 
To prove this we have only to mention that, using the transitivity of 
inducing and a well-known theorem about induced representations 
(see [1], 43.2), we have 
(N)  = (@1] # "'" # [~h]) T (Sn~ • s.~)) T S~ = (([~]') # [~h]) T S,, 
= ([~1] "'" [~- , ] ) [~]  = Y~ [~] 'N ,  
and referring to the Littlewood-Richardson rule we have finished the 
proof. 
From this we obtain additional results concerning the general form of 
the matrix A of Sn (Fox asks for such general results in the last paragraph 
of his paper): 
2. Main diagonal and first column of A consist of l's: 
a~ ~ = as" = 1 for every (a). 
This is well known, and we have it at once from 1 above by a complete 
induction on the number h of rows of [~]. 
For doing the whole computation of X ~, it is helpful to know something 
about such rows of A of S~_~ which can be used for the matrix A of Sn 
again: 
3. Fixing n o and putting 
m(no) = I i no 12 § 2 p(v), if 2 I no, v=l  (%--1)/2 q- ~ p(v), i f2~'n o, 
(p(v) the number of partitions of v), 
the first m(no) entries of the first m(no) rows are the same in the matrices 
A of Sn for all n ~ n o 
(This m(no) can be enlarged by reordering the rows and columns, but 
then the combinatorial expense is in no proportion to the simplicity of 
the calculation.) 
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TO prove this it is only necessary to notice that the first m(no) rows of A 
of S% belong to partitions (a) with al ~ no/2, hence the associated 
columns with a~ 9 :/: 0 belong to diagrams Jr] whose rims contain symbols 
of the subdiagram [~i] because of fl~ <~ no~2. Thus, those [fl] come from 
[ax] by eventually adding symbols to this first row and by eventually 
adding diagrams [fl, .... , ilk] as second and subsequent rows. Therefore 
the number composing those [fl] depends only on a2 ,..., ~h- Noticing 
that the first m(no) diagrams of n o q- r symbols differ only in the length of 
the first row from the first m(no) diagrams of no symbols we have finished 
the proof. (For no = 1, 2 .... m(no) = 1, 2, 2, 4, 4, 7, 7, 12, 12, 19, 19 ..... ) 
Fox notices that the first five rows of A for S 5 are the first five rows of 
the partition number table. But this cannot be generalized for higher n: 
the sixth row of A for $6 is 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1 because 
[3][2][1] ---- [6] § 2[5, 1] q- 2[4, 2] + [4, 12] + [321 + [3, 2, 11, 
and not the sixth row 1, 3, 3, 2, 1, 1 of the partition number table. 
Fox notices at the end of  his paper that the last row of .4 of $5 is the 
row of the degrees of  the irreducible representations of S 5 . This can be 
generalized: 
4. a~ ..... 1 ___ ft3 ___ X~(1). 
For from 1 above it follows at once that the multiplicity of [fl] in [1] ." [1] 
is the number of  standard tableaux of the diagram [fl] (see [3], 2.17). 
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